conVerd Board™
rigid paper board

conVerd Board™ is a paper based, rigid, environmentally responsible, and fully recyclable
alternative for structural signage in the wide format marketplace.

APPLICATIONS

conVerd Board™ offers a bright white dimensionally stable and rigid surface for indoor
and short term outdoor point-of-purchase and signage applications.

Hanging signage

Trade show signage

Indoor POP

Displays

Menu boards

Wing Cards

The product incorporates 10% post consumer waste to achieve maximum sustainability
without sacrificing the print quality or surface characteristics required for critical POP
applications.

Standees

Danglers

Window signs

Custom package

Unlike low quality boards made of bleached OCC (old corrugated cardboard) that will
warp and compromise the look of your signage, this board is moisture-resistant and
maintains superior stability during typical changes in temperature and humidity that
tend to affect other rigid medias.

CUTTING RECOMMENDATIONS

Printability: Flatbed UV and screen

conVerd Board is designed to be easily
cut using a die, guillotine, and many
other market CNC routers using i-cut.

EASY TO INSTALL
Use with grommet, frames, easel backs,
double-sided tape, Velcro® or suction
cups. Suitable for framing because it is

Choose your GREEN resource from a leading solutions provider.

acid free.
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conVerd Board™
rigid paper board

Technical Data
Thickness

Basis Weight (lb/MSF)

Flexural Rigidity (in/lb)

Edge Crush (in/lb)

Brightness

1.5mm / 1/16”

115

25.5 MD / 20.4 CD

53.5+

98+

3.0mm / 1/8”

180

49 MD / 36 CD

170+

98+

3.5mm / 1/6”

235

70 MD / 50 CD

225+

98+

4.7mm / 3/16”

250

75 MD / 55 CD

200+

98+

6.0mm / 1/4”

280

75 MD / 55 CD

200+

98+

These are typical values of the product as produced representing a manufacturing range.
Slight variations may occur during the manufacturing process.

Available Sizes
1.5mm

48” x 96” / 1.22m x 2.44m

X

3.0mm

3.5mm

4.7mm

X

6.0mm

X

X

60” x 120” / 1.52m x 3.05m)

X

X

X

63” x 123” / 1.60m x 3.12m

X

X

X

Quantity
1.5mm

Full Skids

Cartons

600

50

3.0mm

325

25

3.5mm

300

25

4.7mm

250

25

6.0mm

200

25
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conVerd Board®

Handling Instructions
Media Storage

Do not store product directly on floor for prolonged periods, this will increase the possibility of moisture absorption,
rather store product on pallets, shelves, or in cabinets. Store product in areas protected from extreme temperature
and humidity. Do not open sealed packages until ready for use.
Leave product in original packaging. The packaging contains stretch wrap to protect the product from moisture.
Removing the stretch wrap eliminates the protective barrier and, depending on the environment, can result in either
absorption or loss of moisture. In time, these changes in moisture could result in quality issues including deformation
such as curl, waviness, and tight edges.

Stacking

Place cartons carefully on top of one another to avoid crushing edges or causing other damage.
Never stack pallets on top of one another without the plywood tops included in the original shipment packaging.

Temperature

The temperature of the room where the product is stored can impact performance; optimum storage temperature is
68 to 76 degrees F (20 to 25 C).

Humidity

Desired storage conditions are in areas with an relative humidity of 35% to 55%. Exposure to a prolonged increase in
humidity can cause this or any print media to develop curl or waviness that might impact aesthetics and functionality.
When a significant decrease in humidity occurs, the product can dry out resulting in similar issues.

Climate Conditioning

This product requires conditioning before printing. Place product in print area, remove all stretch wrap, and allow product
to acclimate for 24 to 48 hours before printing. Do not remove banding or plywood top until product has acclimated for
24 to 48 hours in the print area. This will allow the product to adapt to the printing environment. After 24 to 48 hours
remove all remaining packaging, if entire product is not used, then the carton top and plywood should be replaced for
storage and future conditioning.
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